
LMus 1 Advanced Theory 2 MELODY How tunes are made Sample 

…. 

 Late nineteenth century impressionists (such as Debussy) sometimes used the whole-tone scale. 

 The diminished scale is used occasionally, mainly by jazz players. 

 In the 1920 and 1930s, composers like Schoenberg, Berg and Webern wrote music based on…. 

 Some folk music uses 8 note patterns which do not fall into any of these categories.  They are called… 

 

* * * * * * * * 

Tunes in a minor key usually use the melodic, not the harmonic, minor, because the melodic minor smoothes 

out the jump between the sixth and seventh notes in the scale to make flowing melodies.  Western listeners 

have traditionally found that melodies based on the melodic minor sound more melodic (“tuneful”), and so 

are easier to sing – and probably …. 

 

* * * * * * * * 

If a motif is repeated with the same chords, it is called a harmonic sequence. There is usually a key change, 

as in this example from Mozart’s Eine Kleine Nachtmusik.  The chord progression in each key is V–I. 

 
An idea can also be repeated by a different part, usually at a different pitch.  This is called imitation.  

Imitative counterpoint became popular in the fifteenth century.  Later composers developed it into the 

fugue, in which each part enters 

with the same material.  Here is 

the opening of a fugue…. 

Note:  do not confuse imitation 

with sequence, in which….  

 

* * * * * * * * 

Chromatic and accented passing notes often make tunes more interesting.  They clash with the chord and 

are followed by a weaker note and  

 
 

An auxiliary note  steps away from a harmony note, and is followed by a step back to the harmony note.   

Mordents, trills and turns use auxiliary notes.   
 

In this passage using the A minor chord, the second 

note is an accented lower chromatic…. 

 

* * * * * * * * 

We can use the following terms to describe a melody: 

 wide/narrow range;   high/low register 

 static; or tiered/sudden changes of dynamics, or shaded/gradual changes of dynamics 

 linear / conjunct (flowing) or disjunct (jumpy) progression;  angular (              ) 

 phrases short/long, regular/irregular 

 triadic or arpeggiaic / many non-harmony… 

 


